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Star wars epic duels rules

If you are a national of a Member State of the European Union, you may not use this service unless you are at least 16 years of age. Stop searching for files and versions. Connect your Gmail, Drive, Dropbox, and Slack accounts, and in less than 2 minutes, Dokkio will automatically organize all your attachments. Read more and redeem
your free account. History last edited Kri77777 12 years ago, 2 months ago These rules are official rules of the Florida Institute of Technology Society for Science Fiction and Fantasy. A great deal of debate and debate was reached on these rules. It is important to note that in a non-urban game, the rules can be changed if all players
agree jointly before starting the game (for example, handing out cards, not light in the dark, etc.). General rules Games are a light for dark competition. Games are usually played only in standard packs, unless otherwise agreed. The game ends when all the characters on the side are won, not just the protagonists. Teammates can look at
each other's cards (note that players can decide before the game not to allow this). Players roll to the side, the highest get to choose which side they want to play on when the next player decides on their team and so on until the teams are full and balanced. Then, once half are selected, players secretly choose which character they play
and reveal at the same time (team members can negotiate with each other). This prevents you from selecting a character that is especially advantageary for a particular opponent. Players are located where possible, so no player has a translation after turning a team member at the beginning (this will change, of course, when the
characters are killed). You must not directly target a friendly character or use the card directly at a friendly character that would cause them harm (Examples: Anger must not be used by a friendly minor, a thermal explosion may not target a friendly character, but it can harm a friendly character if used against an enemy character, the
Flamethrower can be used on anyone because it does not target any character). When a player has to randomly discard cards, they can shuffle the cards before the opponent draws the cards to be disposed of. The player must have 10 cards at hand at the end of the turn. This means that they can draw cards and then decide which cards
to discard. This also means that mace's theoretical maximum attack is 10 (10 cards in hand as well as Battlemind played in another action). A player MUST use all functions whenever possible (for example, if a player is meditated, they still have to do two functions, even if it requires using a card that he or she would not want to play;
however, if no function is possible, as they only have melee cards and are not next to the opponent, their ends). After the player has gone through his/her pack completely twice (i.e. reaches does not use a card like Never tell odds), the player/side with the most damage left according to the hit counter is the winner. This is neither the
percentage basis nor the number of hit points taken. This includes unblemished damage to small signs. Special decisions Darth Vader can only improve the amount of damage done (for example, if two points kill an opponent, Vader only improves two points). Since Yoda controls powerlifting, Yoda and only Yoda can use cards that move
the opponent when the force is lifted. Battle minds, counterattacks, etc. are worthless cards until they are played. A blinding wave that kills both marks ends in a draw if they were the last remaining marks on the board. Once all of the player's characters have been defeated, they will be removed from the game and will not be able to use
the cards for any purpose (including the release from powerlifting). In powerlifting, one player alone must dispose of all three cards at once in order for the character to rise (this character doesn't have to be his own). This can be done at any time, including after the roll or before you decide to take the attack. If you are a national of a
Member State of the European Union, you may not use this service unless you are at least 16 years of age. Stop searching for files and versions. Connect your Gmail, Drive, Dropbox, and Slack accounts, and in less than 2 minutes, Dokkio will automatically organize all your attachments. Read more and redeem your free account. The
history of the page was last edited by Administrator 8 years, 5 months ago This section is anything that applies to the rules of the game, be it the official Hasbro rulebook, house rules or interpretations of the rules. If you want to contribute to the wiki, read this first. Unanswered faqs: interpretations of cards and situations to which there is no
clear answer in the rule book. Epic Duels FAQ (offsite link): official answers to many burning questions hasbro rulebook: Is a dispute and an official rule book convenient? Here's a PDF of the actual rule book! House rules: a list of some common, custom rule changes. As a big fan of Star Wars, whenever I see a Star Wars theme board
game, I'm always at least somewhat interested. Since the franchise is undeniably the king of sales, it hasn't surprisingly led much to Star Wars board games. At this point, there are over 100 different board games/expansions based on franchising. While I like Star Wars, I'm skeptical of most franchises because it doesn't have the best
record in this area. Especially in the early days, most Star Wars board games were really bad, although it has turned around a little in recent years. One of the few Star Wars games that defied your typical expectations was Star Wars: Epic Duels, released in 2002. Otherwise Star Wars games from that period are actually considered a
good game because it is ranked the 1,000th game of all time. I remember picking up the game when it came out and really enjoying it. The premise of the game is a dream come true for many Star Wars fans, as you finally have a chance to see who would win in epic battles you never saw. You want to see who wins luke and Han Solo or
Obi Wan and the Emperor? Well, all this was possible in Star Wars: Epic Duels because the whole premise of the game was to give you your dream match. Star Wars: Epic Duels creates a surprisingly easy and fun miniature game that the whole family can enjoy, even if it's a little too simple and leans too much on happiness. How to play
| My thoughts | Should you buy? | CommentsHow to play Star Wars Epic Duels GameThese are the rules of a two-player game. If you want more players or changes to the most important rules, check out the variant rules as well. SetupEach player chooses whether to play as a character from the light or dark side. The game recommends
one player to play as a character from both sides. Players choose which character they want to play. They take a matching chart, pawn, small-character pawn or pawn and deck of cards. If you have two of the same small characters, each is separated by the characters on the bottom in the end game. Each player shuffles their decks of
cards and puts them face down in front of them. Players decide which board they want to play on. The corresponding board is placed face up on the table. Each player places their protagonist in a space with their name on it. The players are spinning death. The player who rolls the biggest number starts the game. This player is also the
first to place their little characters. Small characters can be placed in any space next to the parent character, as long as it is a valid space. Each player takes a wound mark for every character they control. The marks are placed in the track's dark circles for each mark. Each player pulls the top four cards out of their deck and looks at them.
Playing a GameA player's turn consists of two steps. Roll die and move the characters. Two functions. Once the player has taken both actions, the game will be transferred clockwise to the next player. The Character MovementEach player starts his shift by scrolling the die. The number of their roll determines which characters move and
how far they can move. If you only scroll through the number, you can only move one of your characters (your selection). If you roll a side with everything and then a number, you can move all your characters to the rolled-up number. This player has rolled all four. They can move all their characters to four spaces. When moving characters
you must follow the following rules:You can move the character forwards, backwards, or side to side. The character must never be moved sideways. You roll the quantity that is the maximum number of spaces in the transfer. You can move fewer spaces or no spaces at all. The character must never move or land on fallen pillars, starship,
water or fog. You may never move through an enemy figure. However, you may move through a friendly character, but you may not land in the same space as a friendly character. Performing actions A player can perform two actions after transferring their characters. A player can perform three different actions. Draw CardPlay a CardHeal
a Character For your two suckers, you can perform the same action twice or you can perform two different actions. Draw a cardIf you choose to draw a card, you take the top card from your freezer and add it to your hand. Each card you draw counts as a single suck. For example, if you draw two cards, it counts as two action measures. A
player can only hold ten cards at a time. If a player wants to draw a card and already has ten cards in their hand, they must first reject the card before drawing a new card. If a player goes through their entire deck of cards, they will reshuffle to form a new bet deck. If a player goes through their pack a second time, the game ends
immediately. Players compare the health of their protagonists. A player whose protagonist has taken less damage wins the game. Playing a CardEach card played by a player counts as a single suck (unless the card says it doesn't count as action). There are three types of cards at stake. For more information about battle and force battle
cards, see the Combat section below. The third type of card is special cards. These cards allow you to take special action. When you play one of these cards, you read the card and perform a similar function. When the operation is complete, the card is discarded. This is a special card. When this card is played, it causes six damages to a
small character.Combat's Star Wars Epic Duels is two types of battles. The player attacking the melee must be in the space next to his fighting figure. Darth Vader is next to Leia. That's why Darth Vader can attack Leia.Characters with a blaster on the character map next to the image also have access to a wide-ranging battle. A character
can attack with a Ranged attack if you can draw a straight line (in any direction, including a diagonal one) between their position and the location of the target. This boundary between two characters cannot be interrupted by obstacles (fallen pillars, starship) or other signs. Leia is a broad figure in the game. In his current position, he can
attack a stormtrotting officer and Darth Vader because that's where a straight line between them and Leia. Leia can't shoot a closer Stormtroin because there can be no straight line between their current positions. When a player wants to start a melee or a Ranged battle, they have to play a battle or force battle card. If you want to attack
with a character, you need to play a battle card with the same character on it. Each battle card has an attack and a defense number. The attack number is how much damage a card can do. The defense number is how much protection the card offers. When you want to attack, you indicate which character is attacking and which character
they are targeting. The attacking player then places the battle card face down on the table. Darth Vader's player has decided to attack. They have played this card from their attack (face down). A player who is under attack has a chance to defend. Playing a defensive card is a player's play card, the image of which matches that of the
character who was attacked. They can either play battle or force battle card for defensive value. Playing cards defensively is optional because a player can choose not to play cards. During Luke's attack, the player has decided to play a luke card for the defense. Because the darth vader card attack was four and the Luke card defense
was three Darth Vaders, it gives one point of damage to Luke.When both players have had a chance to play cards, they reveal the cards they're playing. If the defensive value is greater than or equal to the attacking value, nothing will happen. If the attacking value is greater than the defensive value, even if the attacking character
damages another character that corresponds to the difference between the attack and defense numbers. The character attacked moves the character in the character chart one space toward the red circle for each damage taken.  In either case, all cards played will be discarded. Luke had one accident, so they move the mark on his disc
section toward the red mark. Force battle cards are basically the same as battle cards, except they don't always have both an offensive and defensive number. The cards have a special effect, printed on the bottom of the cards, which takes effect after the damage has been repaired. If both the attacker and the defender use force battle
cards, the attacker's effects are first in effect. This is Darth Vader's power battle card. Its attack is three. The card also improves Darth Vader up to the amount he gives another player. Improving a character The last action a player can perform is to heal the protagonist. Once you've lost your minor characters, you can use their cards to
heal your protagonist. You can't cure a destroyed figure. For every small character card you reject, you can heal the protagonist of one of the points of damage moving the character one space toward the blue circle. Each discarded card counts as a single suck. Since both Stormtroopers have been destroyed, the player can use this card
to improve one of Darth Vader's health points. When the marker damage mark moves to the red circle, the character is destroyed/dies. The character's pawn is removed from the board and he cannot return to the game. End of the game When a player loses his protagonist, he is eliminated from the game. The other player wins the game.
Darth Vader has lost all his health, so this player has lost the game. Variant RulesStar Wars Epic Duels has a set of different variant rules that you can use to spice up the game. Four- and six-player team games The rules for four- and six-player team games follow all the rules above. However, there are a couple of small adjustments to
the rules: The player is divided into teams. Players on the team should change positions around the table so that the teams take turns taking turns. Each player chooses their own protagonist/minor character. The game ends when one team loses all its protagonists. The other team wins the game. A player who lost his protagonist has not
been eliminated from the game. They can still use their little characters. In this case, the player can use their protagonist's cards to improve their minor character. Players on the same team can discuss strategy, but they can't tell or show each other what cards they have in their hand. If a player runs an all-sign, he can move all his own
characters, but he or she is not allowed to move the characters of his teammates. The 2-6 player free-for-allt version follows all the main rules. A player who is free of all is played by himself. This release has the following changes to the normal game:Each player can choose any character. As soon as a player loses his protagonist, he or
she is removed from the game. All the small characters on the board will be removed. The last player who still has his protagonist wins the game. 2-6 players freely for everyone (random drawing)This mode is the same as the standard free for everyone with one change. Each player randomly draws one of the character cards to determine
who they play as they do during the match. Master Play (2 or 4 players)Master play uses the same rules as the main game with a few improvements:Each player manages two pairs of protagonists/small characters. You can select your characters or select them randomly. You can select two characters from the same side of the force or
from different sides of the force. Each player takes two cards from each of their decks to start the game. When you decide to draw a card, you draw a card from one of the two vans. If a player rolls everything, they can move all their characters from both pairs. If You play with four players you play for teams. You follow the same rules
about team play. When one player loses both of his protagonists, the game ends with the other team winning. For a card that allows a player to randomly select a card from another player, they can choose a card from the package of their choice. For the Emperor's Predicted Future card, all they can do is look through the emperor's cover.
My thoughts on Star Wars Epic Duels Game Although miniaturerigenre is quite popular in the board game industry, I probably wouldn't consider it one of my favorites. One thing that has always kept me out of the genre is that most of the games in the genre are at the harder end of the spectrum. Most miniature games revolve around
some kind of fight where players move characters and attack each other. This usually involves quite a few different mechanics that you need to remember, which usually adds a learning curve to the game. Thus, they are the kind of game you have to play en masse before you get a full grip on them. This is one of the reasons I was kind of
surprised to see that the age recommendation for Star Wars: Epic Duels was over 8 years. Rarely do you see a miniature game with a recommendation below 13+ or even higher. Although I remember enjoying the game as a teenager, I thought the game would still be harder than a lot of games. I have to say that I was honestly surprised
that the game was considerably easier than I expected. I think Star Wars: Epic Duels is the simplest miniature game I've ever played. The game is so simple because it basically has two mechanics. You start every turn by spinning death. The number you want to roll determines how many spaces you can move and whether you can move
only one character or all characters. Once you've moved your characters, you can do two actions. Almost all of these activities revolve around drawing and playing cards. The cards themselves are really straightforward. Most of them only have an offensive and defensive number. Others have a special ability that is short and up to a point.
The only area where the game could have become complicated was the fight, which is really simple. To start a fight, you need to be next to the character you're attacking if you're conducting a melee attack or in a straight line from your target if you're using a Ranged attack. Both players will then have the opportunity to play cards. If an
attacking player plays a higher offensive card than a defender plays, defensive card damage is dealt. When a character loses all his health, he is removed from the game. That's basically all there is to play. I was genuinely surprised at how simple the game was to play. You can honestly teach the game to new players in about five
minutes. The recommended age for children over 8 years of age is The game is simple enough that basically the whole family can enjoy it. While there are a lot of things I liked about Star Wars: Epic Duels, this has to be the game's greatest asset. One of the biggest problems with many miniature games is that they can be kind of scary
with all the different songs and rules. None of them are in this game. Basically, all you do in the game is try to use your 2-3 characters to beat the other player characters. This simplicity makes the game shine because you can focus more on recreateing epic Star Wars battles rather than worrying about a range of different rules. This
simplicity leads to another advantage for the game. In addition to being quite difficult, many miniature games are quite long. That's not the case with Star Wars: Epic Duels. Because of the simplicity of the game, you don't have to spend much time waiting to finish the game. I see most games ending in 20 to 30 minutes. It's a couple of
things. First of all, how simple the game is is not too much to think about, which means that every turn moves quickly. You don't get bogged down in rules so you can just focus on your movements. It is also the fact that you only control a few characters. Therefore, there is no need to defeat a great army to win the game. If you only beat a
couple of characters, the game's over. Finally, the boards are quite small. I wish they were a little bigger, but smaller boards force players into battle instead of just running away. This means attacking each other instead of just sitting there and trying to heal. Players need to take risks, which speeds up the game. Another strength for the
game is that it has a huge repetition value. Although the battles feel a little the same after a while, there is no limit to how many different battles you can play in the game. There are a bunch of different combinations between four different boards and twelve different characters that you can play. You can create epic battles from movies or
create your own characters who never fought each other. On top of all this, the game has developed a fanbase online. This has led to many fans making content by adjusting existing characters and even adding more characters to the game. I think this is because the game is so simple where it is easy to make your own cards. If gameplay
keeps you interested, the game offers almost unlimited gaming. All this leads to a game far more enjoyable than you'd expect from Milton Bradley's Star Wars game in the early 2000s. The game does a good job of finding a balance between accessibility and still giving players strategic options. The game creates Star Wars duels of the
best you can in a board game. There are some issues in the game that I will soon, but I had a great time with the game. There are better Star Wars games out there, but most are much worse. Star Wars fans should have fun with Star Wars: Epic Duels. There are a lot of things to like about Star Wars: Epic Duels, but there are a couple of
things about it that prevent it from being as good as it could have been. For a variety of reasons, I really liked how Star Wars: Epic Duels simplified gaming from your typical miniature game. Probably the biggest problem in the game, though, comes from the fact that the game goes a little too far in this direction. I thank the game for being
simple enough that everyone can play it, but it ended up making the game a little too simple. Like I said before you practically just run a diet and draw/play cards. That's all that's at stake. There is some strategy at stake, but it also feels like something is missing. The fighting is not very deep. Positioning doesn't really matter that much
outside of avoiding or attacking enemies. If you're looking for a deep game, you're probably disappointed with Star Wars: Epic Duels.This simplicity also leads to the game relying on a lot of luck. There are decisions at stake, but they are usually quite obvious. Most of the strategy comes from reading your opponent. Since there is not much
strategy, it means that good is playing a pretty big role in the game. Getting the right die role is important for you to attack another character or withdraw. You have a much bigger role to play when it comes to the cards you draw. Not all pagan cards are equal. There are some cards in each package that are really effective and others that
are nothing special. For example, some have cards that are basically skilful if you don't do a good enough job defending yourself. A player who pulls most of his best cards at the start of the game is going to have a big advantage in the game. In addition to drawing good cards, you also need to draw cards for the right character. Each pair
in the game has a different power difference between the protagonist and the bottom characters. Some have a really powerful protagonist with a really weak side character(s). Others are more balanced where the protagonist is weaker, but the small character is stronger. What cards you draw is important because you have to draw cards
for the character you want to attack or defend with. If you continue to draw cards for a character you don't want to use, you may end up using a lot of functions. This is especially bad if you continue to draw cards for small characters that have already been killed. All you can do is discard these cards to heal one health point. When you
have to do this, you are basically snowing two acts for one health point. If you stay too often to do this, you don't have a chance. Game. The last problem with the game is that not all characters are balanced. There are characters in the game that are significantly better than others. A player who gets a better character has a d clear
advantage in the game. This is due to card sharing and special abilities on the cards. Some characters are so powerful that they are hard to beat unless you choose one of the powerful characters. Some character matching, which also greatly favor one of the characters. Eventually, you find out which characters are the best, but before
that you play games where one of the players has a d clear advantage. This can be frustrating and take away some of your enjoyment. This could have been a much bigger problem, except that the game plays fast and it's simple enough that you don't take the game too seriously. At this point for an 18-year-old game, I'd say the
components are better than I expected. This is especially true when you consider that the game was made by Milton Bradley and resales at significantly lower prices than Star Wars games with really nice components. I thank game 31 for the painted character. This means that each unique character has its own miniature that displays a
fair amount of detail. The painting isn't great, but it's about the best you'd expect from a game made by Milton Bradley. You'll find better thumbs-ups in other games, but they were also originally res sold at significantly higher prices. The game also includes twelve of the 31 decks of cards, each deck with unique cards for each character.
Card art is robust and designed to make it easy to find the information you need. The boards are a little small and are a typical cardboard. The components won't blow you away, but you couldn't ask for much more in the early 2000s for a Milton Bradley game. Should you buy Star Wars: Epic Duels? Ultimately, I had a great time with Star
Wars: Epic Duels. The game is quite easy to learn and play where almost anyone can play it. You don't have to waste a lot of time learning the rules and you can focus on the fun instead. The game is so simple that the whole family can enjoy it. This simplicity leads to the game being played pretty quickly, since most games can be run in
20-30 minutes. The number of characters in the game also has a lot of repeatability. While I liked the fact that the game was easy to play, I think it goes a little too far when there is not enough strategy in the game. This means that the game relies on quite a lot of luck, which is not helped by the fact that some characters are significantly
better than others. I enjoyEd Star Wars: Epic Duels, but I think it's a little overrated. If you're not much of a Star Wars fan or don't like simple miniature games, I don't think Star Wars: Duels are for you. However, fans of Star Wars or the more accessible miniature game should enjoy the game. I usually recommend picking up the game. The
problem is that the game has become quite rare at this stage mainly because Milton Bradley lost the rights to Star Wars and therefore the game was never reprinted. How many people want the game, it regularly sells for $100 to $150. I don't think Star Wars: Epic Duels is that valuable. However, if you get a good offer for the game, I
recommend picking it up. Buy Star Wars: Epic Duels online: Amazon, eBay eBay
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